
PU T TING THE W ISDOM BACK INTO WOR K SHOPS

Award Winning Author, Susie Anthony and her Guest Mentor 
invite you to learn about the wisdoms and the power of 
Conscious Mythical Living.  Legendary Psychiatrist Dr M Scott 
Peck saw this as the ‘key to world salvation’.  The Super HERO 
Code is all about HOW TO go about healing our personal and 
collective traumas –  and HOW everyone can fulfill their highest 
purpose and step into their empowered wholeness to thrive!

“Simply put, The Super Hero Code inspires! 
Over the years I have become less and less 
interested in dialogue that increases controversy 
and separation, which appears to be the path 
of most mainstream media, and more interested 
in conversations and experiences which inspire 
people to soar above the mediocrity and false 
beliefs, that cause limitations.”

“In short, the Super Hero Code shows people 
what is possible within and around them. It is not 
so much about the super heroes themselves, but 
the super hero qualities we can all reconnect to 
within each of us. I believe that as a Psychologist 
much of my purpose is to help the world wake 
up from a slumber that is quite dangerous, so 
pioneering the field of Inspirational Psychology is 
essential, and The Super Hero Code based on a 
synthesis of super hero code teachings created by 
Susie Anthony joins me on the forefront of this new 
and important field.”

Dr. Lee Jampolsky

Super Hero Code  

Workshop

The Super HERO CodeTM

Unlocking Our Super Hero DNA

The Map + The Tools = The Code



Saturday 4th August 2012: 10.00 am to 6.00 pm
‘Conscious Mythical Living’  
as Key to World Salvation

Further adventures along the Map of The Super Hero Code
with Cosmologist, Healer, Author and Visionary … Dr Jude 
Currivan. Exploring further keys to the Code, sharing and 
co-creating tools to navigate the Map of the Code… to move 
from ‘me thinking to we thinking.’     Healing our collective 
traumas – and how everyone can fulfill their highest purpose 
and step into their empowered wholeness.

Sunday 5th August 2012: 10.00 am to 6.00 pm
Digging Deeper… Accessing and Expanding 
New Forms of Consciousness

Learning how to create spiritual coherence, psychological 
clarity & emotional Intelligence by re-writing our stories 
from a Super HERO perspective. Together we will share 
what it takes to transcend all the self-limiting fear-based 
archetypal patterning, so prevalent  in ‘The Matrix’ of do 
have consume… distract.  Reconnecting to our shamanic 
roots  – a  chance to heal and balance heart and mind with 
a visionary yet well-grounded and above all… humorous 
approach!

Workshop Fees & Accommodation Prices*
£150 per day: Includes a lovingly home-made lunch,  
please advise dietary preferences.

*Special Early Bird Booking  
£250 for workshop booked and paid for before 30 June 2012

*Special Offer to Attendees 
Susie Anthony’s Super Hero Code Template CD 
Only £30!  Normal RRP £40.

Accommodation  
£65 Single Bed and Breakfast 
£90 Double Bed and Breakfast 
Dinner supplement £20.

To reserve your space: Tel: +44 (0)1934 249126  Email: susie@superHEROcode.co.uk

‘Super Hero Code Workshop’ details

Super Hero Code How To…
Unlocking and understanding the Super Hero Code… some will take all the necessary risks 
and make the essential sacrifices to live this and others will deny it, and continue living in a 
fantasy world as children in adults clothing!  Sure there may be those who are fearful of the 
ancient past and would like these wisdoms to remain dead and forgotten, and by having 
the courage to figure out – why… you need not be one of them!  As we commit to growth, 
eventually, there will come a day too when we no longer need mentoring, we have become 
our own mentors and thus can mentor others – it doesn’t get better than that.

The Super Hero Code is all about an on-going process of dedication to reality at all costs.  The cost referred to here is the cost of 
the growing pains we must all bear when we give up cherished illusions in favour of what is real.

Working with the Super Hero Code is like entering a time warp containing all kinds of forgotten higher knowledge and lost secret 
wisdoms.   It’s about hard facts too, with connections to the most potent super hero figures in all history – fiction and non-fiction!  
Using this information we are mentored in terms of how we can all consciously invoke our  genius and how to use this for the 
greatest good.  It doesn’t get better than that.

You see, once upon a time there was an era when a few people truly believed in the concept of heaven on earth… a dream that 
most religions didn’t offer the common people… you and I…  a time before churches, before temples, priests and priestesses, 
before guilt, sin and confession, inquisitions and holy wars.  The Super Hero Code is stripping away all that so we can reach 
the essence of what a super hero called Christ for instance taught and lived – according to the secret gospels.  It’s the idea that 
individuals can take charge of their own lives and destiny – seeking, finding and creating pure love, joy and beauty on earth.  This 
is the idea behind the teachings of the Super Hero Code and it really doesn’t get better than that!



Shirley Maclaine:
Academy Award
Winning Actress, and
Best-selling Arthor.  The
Knowledge in her books
is displacing fear and 
collective ignorance. 

Barry Eisler:
Cornell educated Lawyer,
former CIA covert opeerative
 - changing hearts and 
minds through his best 
selling fiction thrillers.
 
Erin Gruwell:
Her life story featured in
the movie The Freedom
Writers portrayed by 
Academy Award Winning 
Actress Hilary Swank 
 
Dr Jeffrey Wigand: 
Big Tobacco Whistle -
blowing Scientist - Whose 
life story was featured in the 
movie ‘The Insider’
played by Russell Crowe.

Dr Bruce Piasecki: 
VP Al Gore’s former White
House Energy Adviser.  NY
Times No. 5 Best-seling
author.  Consultant to over
3000 Fortune 500 CEO’s. 
 
Miceal Ledwith:
Former President and
Professor of Theology at 
Maynooth University, Ireland
and Papal Adviser for 17 yrs
to Pope John Paul II. 
 
Kevin Sorbo:
Actor in the world’s No. 1
TV Show The Legend of
Hercules (34m fans).  
Champions LA Charity
‘A World fit for Kids’. 
 
Ryan Hreljac:
Since he was 6 Ryan
sacrificed everything to bring
drinking water to under-privilege
people all round the world.

Paulo Coehlo:
Legendary best-selling spiritual
author who has sold over 100m
books and tells his remarkable
life story using the Code. 
 
 
Dr Irving Dardik:
Founding Chairman of US
Olympic Sports Medicine
Council now being hailed as
the new Einstein - former
Gold Medal Surgeon.  
 
Dr Robert Thurman:
Voted as one of the 25 most
influential men in the USA
today by TIME Magazine.
Co-Founded Tibet House with
Actor Richard Gere. 
 
Zach Hunter: 
At 12 he became an anti-slavery
activist, forming his charity Loose 
Change to ease the suffering of
& free earth’s 27 million slaves. 
 
 
Sophie B Hawkins:
Award winning singer songwriter.
Fragility underscored by grit - 
strength from healing 
childhood abuse.

Todd Allen:
Actor/Writer/Producer who has
appeared in 50+ major films
shares stories of his remarkable
high integrity life in the format
of the Code.  

Teddy Getty:
100 year old!  Her story is
unflinchingly honest about
a life lived from the heart
marriage to J P Getty, once
richest man on earth.

Listen to their stories at 
www.superHEROcode.co.uk

Remarkable people who have said YES in principle to working 
The SUPER HERO CODE with Susie Anthony.



What Campbell’s work was advocating was that we all study 
ancient myths and legends in order to learn how to become 
our best selves – our super hero selves.  The Super Hero Code 
to quote Campbell ‘gets us going’ in terms of how to bring alive 
the teachings of ‘conscious mythical living’.  Myths are stories 
that are found in every culture.  Often they are fleshed out in 
different ways in different cultures, but nonetheless the reason 
we find that same myth in culture after culture, age after age, 
is precisely because it embodies some great truth – virtually 
always about human nature.  Because myths have much to 
teach us about human nature, they can be extremely useful for 
understanding ourselves.  This is what the Super Hero Code is 
all about – the Map and the Code combined take ‘mentoring’ 
to a whole new holistic level. The resurrection of the teachings 
within these ancient myths and stories contained within the 
Code heralds the end of complacency and ignorance, the old 
broken down way of existence, which hasn’t worked.

Learning to understand and apply the teachings of the Super 
Hero Code heralds the return of another much better way of 
living accessed through higher self-knowledge,  alignment to 
service, a return to love, the gift of all this being  higher purpose 
and greater meaning in our lives. The Super Hero Code online 
interviews and workshops are ultimately all about how to make 
the change from ‘me-thinking to we-thinking’ as we learn how 
to transform by understanding and applying the wisdoms 
of  all kinds of myths both ancient and modern.  Much of 
this mythical wisdom is being regurgitated today even and 
especially in modern day comic book super-heroes – believe 
it or not. Without exception, we are all of us personally and 
collectively entering the white water rapids of conscious human 
evolution.  Discover here the Map and the Code… all the keys 
of how to manage this unprecedented leap in consciousness 
effectively and efficiently with minimal stress. 

‘Legendary scholar, author and mentor to film-maker George Lucas, Joseph Campbell said, 

“The only myth that is going to be worth talking about in the immediate 
future is one that is talking about the planet, not this city, not these people, 
but the planet and everybody on it.  And what it will have to deal with will be 
exactly what all myths have dealt with – the maturation of the individual, from 
dependency through adulthood, through maturity, and then to the exit; and 
then how to relate this society to the world of nature and the cosmos…  
And until that gets going, you don’t have anything.”

Unlocking our Super Hero Code DNA… the map of the super hero code
The Belief: 
Everyone has super hero DNA and our role is to help you 
unlock it.

The Dream: 
Introducing you to mentors and providing the map and 
necessary tools to help you on your super hero journey.                                                                                                                                        

The Passion: 
Inspiring super hero qualities and super hero code living in 
all of us. Building authentic super hero community - helping 
people to understand that one person can change the world.

How is this achieved?

The Gifts 
Truth disturbing complacency, Knowledge displacing 
ignorance, Power overcoming inertia…

The Promise 
Waking you up to become your super hero best self, because 
super heroes always know which bridges to cross and which 
bridges to burn... and how cool is that?

The Map is the skeleton of the code… the Tools are the flesh and blood of the code. 

Being mentored to use the tools to live the map of the code ensures we all go through the personal 
transformation necessary to free ourselves from the limiting issues of our anti-hero past, which 

block true super hero genius and greatness… the code contains vital keys to healing the original 
wound in the collective minds and hearts of rejection, abandonment, betrayal, loss and scarcity.



The Super Hero Code On Line Interviews...

I have written an award winning book about this (‘A Map to God’) and far 
from being ignored by the national media,  it was featured on ITV This 
Morning.  It’s been suggested that this book would make an ideal manual 
for anyone interested in super-hero living!  The book contains an ancient 
alchemical map of awakening… and the keys to interpret the map… like the 
Super Hero Code, it’s an outstanding synthesis of ‘maps to empowerment 
materials and tools for transformation’. 

I began teaching this stuff internationally about 13 years ago… then on line 
about a year ago  at www.theheroseries.com.  It works!   If you are tired of 
seeing the world’s precious resources depleted, can’t run any faster on the 
treadmill, or realise that more does not equal happier, please come to these 
presentations with these amazing mentors and myself (Susie Anthony).  It will 
open your life to greater understanding and happiness, healing, opportunity 
and purpose.’                                                                            

Peace doesn’t just happen.  It is crafted in the hearts, minds, and actions of 
ordinary people like you and I. The Super Hero Code is a collection of truly 
powerful, inspirational and cutting edge teachings, which if lived will lead 
us down the path of peace, which our world so desperately needs.  The 
Super Hero Code contains a much-needed message of vision and hope... 
the wisdoms so masterfully shared about the art of conscious mythical living 
literally penetrate to the heart of how to rise beyond fear and conflict.  

Susie manages to convey and restore 
in us all…  a magical truth, that in all the 
world, there is nothing more powerful 
than a single soul who has reconnected 
to the super hero inside. And whatever 
this super heroic soul achieves lifetime 
after lifetime, through listening to his or 
her intuition, being willing to buck the 
system, speaking inconvenient truths, 
making the sacrifices and taking the 
risks, this truly uplifts the rest of humanity 
and changes our world. 

The Code interviews and Workshops are totally personal 
and collective solutions focused - so people feel uplifted and 
inspired and that keeps them coming back for more, even if 
they don’t get the messages at first – they just feel good and 
keep coming back, and then they get it!

Susie does not restrict the term ‘super hero’ to warrior or 
life-saver; she uses it to describe anyone who has had the 
courage to follow his or her calling, obtained the necessary 
knowledge and skills, and then used that wisdom and 
experience for the benefit of his or her people and the planet.  

Susie says, ‘I have chosen people who have consistently 
demonstrated a feeling for beauty, the courage to take 
risks, the discipline to tell the truth, the capacity for 
sacrifice. Ironically, in some cases these virtues made them 
vulnerable; they were wounded but like true heroes they 
never gave up and were never destroyed.  This is what The 
Super Hero Code is all about...’  

Over the years I have gone 
through many diverse life and 
death type trials, setbacks 
and formidable ordeals to 
fight and tame my dragons, 
to follow my passion and find 
my bliss…  I could never have 
survived without applying the 
wisdoms of the Super Hero 
Code.



Praise for Dr. Jude Currivan and her work: 

“Jude is an electrifying speaker, flowing with knowledge 
and wisdom. Her enthusiasm and understanding of 
the importance of the information that she is sharing 
are at the forefront of her presentation. Jude is able 
to completely integrate her heart and mind centre, 
communicating very complicated concepts in a fashion 
that enables the audience to understand.”
Cameron and Glenn Broughton, 
Co-Directors Earth Spirit Conferences, Vermont USA .

“HOPE by Dr Jude Currivan is a work of extraordinarily 
relevance and timeliness. To paraphrase Voltaire, “if 
HOPE did not exist, it would be necessary to invent it.” 
The challenge now is to spread its message widely and 
to engage people everywhere in its essential wisdom.”
Ervin Laszlo, 
Philosopher and Futurist & Chris Laszlo, Sustainability Strategist.

“Jude Currivan is one of the most gifted speakers I 
have come across. She is one of those rare people 
who has information at her fingertips – sometimes 
quite complex scientific data – yet seems to speak 
from the very core of her being. ”
Sue Sheridan, 
Chairman of The Gatekeeper Trust, UK.

“Jude’s message and personal example of hope 
and compassionate engagement is especially 
important and inspiring as we face the converging 
crises before us. She has a unique ability to help 
us see beyond the surface level and to deepen our 
commitment to inner and outer personal, collective 
and planetary healing.”
Robin Haines Johnson, 
Co-Founder and CEO of Greatmystery.org. 

“Jude’s latest riveting book helps us to understand 
how fear based events down the centuries have 
collectively brought us to a crucial crossroads in 
our evolution. Brilliantly researched and written, 
HOPE offers us ways to heal past traumas and 
thus help birth a potentially stunning future.... A 
must read for anyone who takes their spiritual path 
seriously.”
Hazel Courteney,  
Best- selling Author of ‘Countdown to Coherence’.

About Dr Jude Currivan
Dr Jude Currivan has a Masters Degree in Physics, 
a PhD in Archaeology and was until the mid-1990s 
an international business leader. 
She has researched consciousness for many years and had 
numerous mystical experiences since childhood. She has 
journeyed to nearly seventy countries and worked with the 
wisdom keepers of many traditions. 

Her world-wide service aims to raise awareness and empower 
transformational change and she is the author of The 8th 
Chakra, The 13th Step, CosMos, co-authored with Dr Ervin 
Laszlo and HOPE – Healing Our People & Earth. She was 
presented with the 2010 CIRCLE award by Won Buddhism 
International and sponsored by the United Nations cited for 
her ‘outstanding contribution towards planetary healing and 
expanding new forms of consciousness.’ And in 2011 Jude 
was invited to become one of the worldshift20 council of 
visionary leaders (www.worldshiftcouncil.org). 

In addition to exploring  The Code, Jude will be sharing her 
understanding of the themes from her new book ‘HOPE- 
Healing Our People & Earth’ including healing our collective 
traumas - and how everyone can fulfil their highest purpose 
and step into their empowered wholeness to share and to 
thrive...

www.judecurrivan.com 



In 2007, Kindred Spirit Magazine identified Susie 
Anthony as one of the Top 5 Rising Stars of our 
times… Featuring intense real life experience,  
extensive studying and based on wisdoms  gained 
through several near death experiences in the 
early nineties, in 2009 her book A Map to God 
was  voted ‘One of the Top 3 Best Personal 
Development’ books in 21 years of Kindred Spirit 
Magazine… it was also featured on ITV ‘This 
Morning’.  
Susie’s work has received high praise from people from 
all walks of life, the destitute, and also many cutting edge 
powerful leaders, genius thinkers, futurists, movers and 
shakers… even Monarchs.

www.psalifemastery.com 
www.superHEROcode.co.uk

Praise for Dr. Susie Anthony and her work: 

“You are a brave lady, a guiding light and a huge 
inspiration to us all, Susie. Congratulations on your 
amazing achievements love Marina.”
Viscountess Marina Cowdray, 
Owner Financial Times & The Economist

“The fact that Susie is able to attract huge 
audiences to her conferences in the depths of the 
British countryside, reflects the level of respect 
people have for her profound wisdom. All the very 
best Susie!
Lady Tracy Worcester, 
Ecologist, Filmmaker & Champion of Human and Animal Rights.

“Susie is dedicated to assisting others in leading 
true, authentic lives. She is dedicated to seeing 
others succeed. I now approach every day 
knowing that I have the tools and the power within 
me to create and live my dreams.”
Dr Lana Israel, 
A Rhodes Scholar, was joint recipient of the Brain of the Year 
award, also won the Glenn T. Seaborg Nobel Prize Visit Grand 
Award, graduated Harvard with a bachelor’s degree in Psychology, 
and obtained a doctorate in Experimental Psychology from the 
University of Oxford.

“You really are a gift, Susie, a blessing and an 
extremely important player as we seek to transform 
the world. The further I get from my visit, the more 
clearly I understand the importance of what you 
bring to the world. Oh, and I truly enjoyed your 
book - brilliantly done, utterly stimulating and 
inspiring; accessible, yet demanding in the best 
possible way. Goodness”
Dr Cleve Stevens, 
CEO Fortune 500 Transformational Leadership Consultant.

“Susan Anthony shares with refreshing integrity 
her personal story of transformation, which led 
to amazing meetings with masters from various 
spiritual backgrounds. With her insights from these 
experiences and meetings, she presents jewels of 
universal truths from East and West and paints an 
engaging vision for humankind’s journey toward 
oneness!”

Klaus Heinemann, Ph.D, 
Physicist, Former NASA Scientific Consultant, Member of the 
Stanford Research Institute, Corporate Chairman, author of 
“Expanding Perception” and co-author of 
 “The Orb Project.

About Dr Susie Anthony



“We don’t really learn about courage, wisdom and compassion from reading a book… we learn it by 
being in the lion’s mouth!

Think about comic book Super HEROES…  they began life as ordinary people, who then ‘somehow’ 
acquire incredible powers, usually after something pretty diabolical happens to them:  Their parents are 
murdered, they are blinded by toxic chemicals, bitten by a radio-active spider,  jettisoned into space and 
land on earth after their home planet is  completely destroyed,  or perhaps they’re ‘chosen’ by visitors 
from other worlds to inherit a special ‘gift’…  Then usually comes a time of no distraction -  a retreat from 
everyday life, they find a mentor and like minded others, they often have to study and train hard to refine 
their new abilities before they share these with the rest of humanity.  In all cases the tragedy marks the 
beginning of their new lives as Super HEROES with exceptional abilities of great courage, extraordinary 
wisdom and remarkable compassion, qualities they never knew they had.

This compelling, ground-breaking synthesis of edutainment pioneers a new style of learning with 
storytelling coming straight from the lion’s mouth, with ordinary yet truly remarkable people who have 
learned how to stop playing small, to conquer fear, to become their Super HERO best selves and fly!  
People don’t like lectures but they love listening  to stories and they’ll love this.”

Dr Susie Anthony, 
Award Winning Author.

The Well House 
Wells Road, Draycott 
Somerset, BS27 3ST

Tel:        +44(0)1934 249126

Mob:     +44(0)7973 111552

Email: susie@superHEROcode.co.uk

PU T TING THE W ISDOM BACK INTO WOR K SHOPS

The Super Hero Code Unlocking Super Hero DNA Unlocking Creativity, Courage, 
Fortitude, Persistence, Strength, Discipline, Honesty,Transparency, Patience, Compassion, 
Love, Forgiveness, Joy, Vulnerability, Humility, Freedom, Wisdom, Endurance, Resilience 
And Power, The Core Work Of Unlocking Your Super Hero DNA Revolves Around Two 

Central Themes, Knowing Others Is Intelligence: Yet Knowing Yourself Is True Wisdom… 
Mastering Others Is Strength Yet Mastering Self Is True Power…


